
UWOSS Council Meeting

Date: Monday, November 1st, 2021
Location: Online, Teams
Start time: 7:33 PM
End time:  8:33 PM
Meeting Facilitators: Chris Graves, Jin Kwon, Aashna Bansal, Jennifer Li

Attendees:
1st years 2nd years 3rd years
Nina Yan
Audrey Li
Shivani Solanki
William Cross
Jenny Tang
Behavieethra Mohanathas
Erin Poirier
Sophie Borho
Jovinn Sidhu
Brandt Burdeniuk
Daniel Stasiuk
Mateo Vacacela
Hannah Jacobs
Sara Baig

Jerry Li
Emily Lant
Zoe Selimos
Alyssa McCullough
Aisa Dobie
Hellen Xu
Wincy Chung
Mohammed Kayali
Melissa De Luca
Akshu Valecha
Sean Ng
Ashley Berry
Krish Srinivasan
Leeann Noronha

Chris Graves
Aashna Bansal
Jennifer Li
Janet Tan
Anika Nelson
Kevin Shelswell
Kristen Letwinetz
Bethany Lo
Sanjay Solanski
Meghan Sue

Absent: Jin Kwon, Madelan Tsao, Sahil Merali, Eric Roberts

Agenda Item
Facilitator

Discussion

Motion to begin Jennifer Motion to begin: Emily and Janet
Opening Chris I would like to know concerns and comments from

all the years.
If we need to voice our concerns, we can talk about
it in the minutes, but just be mindful that the
minutes do go public.
Reports are most generally updates of what we
were up to for the past month.
If all members from a group are not here, please
provide a report of what you would like to update so
everyone can take a look at it.



1st Year Equipment
Rep report

1st Year
Equipment
Reps

William: looking into reading cards and were
looking into buying two: adult and pediatrics. Also
contacting companies for trial lens kits. Henie
(maybe a presentation in winter 2022)
Chris: Presentation is okay whenever, but just
make sure that first-years can get it before
September. Children’s VA cards came with
something else, but not sure.
Jennifer: We will get back to the first years with
comments from the third-year equipment reps.
Dan: unsure about how they should pay for bulk
orders. Receive payments first but was unsure how
to do that.
Melissa: 2nd year's email transferred to one
person.
Melissa and Wincy: You would eventually email the
company.

2nd Year Equipment
Rep report

2nd Year
Equipment
Reps

Wincy: tool kits have all been received. But they
are still waiting for Innova. They are having trouble
with getting Volk lenses in. Volk couldn't keep up
with the orders, hence the delay.
Chris: Any concerns with the timing?
Wincy: We just been borrowing each other’s
equipment.
Alyssa: we have been going through gonio labs
and no gonio lenses in
Jerry: Some people’s Goldmann tonometry is still
not here. Things have been arriving slowly
Wincy: The rep does not have an answer for the
arrival dates of the equipment.
Chris: Will bring up with the faculty and prevent this
in the future and see what we can do now.
Melissa: Heard that they can order BIO headset by
3rd year.
Chris: if you can get it in Winter 2022, it would be
better than the 3rd year, especially if there are
delays.
They were inquiring if they got a recommended list
from previous years or professors.
Melissa: had a document from past year students
of what they bought. And just emailed the faculty
for their recommendations.
Chris: Would like to reach out to the faculty. Rather
than asking them repeatedly.



3rd Year Equipment
Rep report

3rd Year
Equipment
Reps

Not present

1st Year Sport Rep
report

1st Year
Sport Reps

Brandt: Class name (Forest green + Triscleratops)
and sponsor (Henie), and currently, there are two
options for jersey logos and waiting on one more
submission. Will have a poll up and will have the
jersey decided within the week.
Indoor, volleyball is an option and off-campus but
may not be possible.
Chris: looks like it's more possible now with the
vaccine mandates in different facilities.
Kristen: Would like updates on 1st and 2nd years
for hockey rosters,
Erin: No goalie and equipment. Would like to see if
there are any spare sets.
Kristen: can get pamphlet by next weekend and
groups that would be great
Ashley: Many people are signed up and they will
get results back to Kristen by the end of this week.
Kristen: beach volleyball tournament had a lot of
interest in 2019 but the old location is shut down.
There is another location in London and its an
option for 1st and 2nd years.
Erin: will reach out to Kristen and consider the
option.

2nd Year Sport Rep
report

2nd Year
Sport Reps

Ashley: jerseys should be here soon and orders are
separate from 1st years
Looking into 3v3 basketball.
Krish: hoping to bring it up to students, look for any
interests, and set it up for 2 days.
Chris: Athletics website states that there is a
maximum of 3 hours and 1 booking for each club.
Jennifer: Talking to the managers of PAC and CIF
regarding booking times and maybe they will allow
us to book might be an option.

3rd Year Sport Rep
report

3rd Year
Sport Reps

Kristen: The field cannot be booked until closer to
Christmas. Looking at prizes and waiting for rosters
so they can get started on that pamphlet.
Planning from Monday to Friday on the second
week back from Winter break.



Social Rep report Social
Reps

Mateo: The costume contest was done really well
and got some good submissions. Working on
google docs and will send out the emails this week.
Would like more time next time regarding any
events or activities to have time to send it out.
Chris: Asking for when to hold a thrive week.
Emily: It was the middle of November last week. It
was not much extra work, and each did an event.
But it was about 2 hours combined work and
monitored throughout the week. But it is up to the
social reps how they would like to do that.
Chris: inquiring about what 2nd years did before.
Emily: The main event was an online workout class
and a good turnout.
Chris: The Elects sent emails and messages last
year = warm fuzzies = and a message board for
people to write kind words to support each other.
Wants to get social reps to talk about it and Jin will
oversee the event. Potentially Nov 15 to 19.

1st Year Class report Nina/Audrey Nina: The class fund has been put into the UWOSS
mailbox. Met with Dr. Khan and updated them on
how the first years were doing. The first few weeks
of school were hard to adjust because the
deadlines were on different pages. Suggested
making a compilation of what is due on what day
for all the courses in one PDF.
Audrey: Dr. Khan wanted to create a student
handbook for first years, i.e. how to use WatCards
and what to do on the campus. Want to redo
orientation to make it up.

2nd Year Class report Aisa/Hellen Aisa: Sent Dr. Khan suggestions about equipment.
Would like to have presentations or trade shows for
the equipment to be used throughout the years.
Also brought up the situation with the company’s
equipment reps and saw what could be done to
avoid the current situation in the future.
2nd year is struggling a little bit with the course
load.
Chris: inquiring about how first years are doing with
the workload
Nina: Most of the class is all 2 weeks behind the
lectures and always playing catchup. With
midterms and tests starting up again, it is hard to
keep up.

3rd Year Class report Janet/Anika Janet: Talked with Dr. Khan regarding the student
handbook. It is better in the 3rd year when we have



fewer courses and more labs with clinics.
Suggestions: you do get delays and hell week.
Suggested to Nina that she should compile all the
midterms and projects together and put it up on
Facebook to show students.
Nina: does have an excel sheet for all the courses
and shared calendars so they are in a good
situation.

Professional Insurance
Presentation

Jennifer Jennifer: 3 Financial groups have been contacted
to introduce our students to different insurances
and financial options. Would like to set up a date
(closer to Feb 2022), can settle on a day in the first
meeting of 2022. Financial group: Abrams
Financial, Zavitz insurance and wealth, and Kristen
Fazio.

Microwave Cleaning
Schedule

Chris Chris: Would like to set up a schedule for
microwave cleaning. Primarily for 3rd years and will
get cleaning supplies. Will reach out to third years
separately and set up a plan.

Skit Night meeting w/
1st Years

Chris Chris: Will reach out to Nina and talk to the 1st year
about what they can expect for Skit Night and show
them videos from the past years. Ideally, it is this
year before next semester.
Nina: Would like a summary of what it is
Chris: Create many skits, and the faculty will judge
it.
Janet: Our class last year did TV shows, etc. Joke
around with profs in a tasteful manner. You can
also win money for your class.

Next Meeting
Date/Time

Chris Chris: Would like to know how Mondays work for
the 1st and 2nd years.
Suggested Nov 29th @ 6:30
Will send out a reminder a week prior.
Agreed by; Jerry and Audrey

Motion to end Jennifer Motion to end: Alyssa and Nina


